
Small School 1. Initial Objective 2. Reality 3. What We Learned? 4. Goals

VAPA

There were three main 

VAPA Goals we set for last 

year:

VAPA Culture

VAPA Meeting GOALS

VAPA Academic GOALS

FOR VAPA Academic 

GOALS

Result was limited  in 

success, such as in:

Writing - senior service 

learning projects, majority of 

VAPA students failed the 

writing component, students  

had to receive a 2 or above.

Keeping journals in acting 

classes was limited in 

success and all VAPA 

teachers should be 

accountable.

Math tries not to use 

multiple choice test

Social Studies scaffolded 

the lesson and content in 

PLCs, VAPA teachers need 

to begin and not give up.

We need to develop higher  

writing standards across the 

board

To be united as teachers to 

reinforce good writing 

across the curriculum.

To have a RUBRIC 

(revision/drafting process)

Prompts of what "good 

writing looks like" ..... 

samples 

Do not accept bad writing

Share anchor papers with 

all teachers

Asking questions (never yes 

or no answers  and specific 

to the discipline)

Emphasize deadlines
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JL&S

Personalize the Justice and Law 

experience

Vertical articulation across the 

subjects

More time to plan within our SLC, 

beyond PLC time

Student success measured by 

graduation rate

Pure classes did not exist, with the 

exception of advisory

We used the advisory as a 

communication vehicle, every five 

week progress report for each JL&S 

student

Visual identification wearing jlaw 

shirts, students and teachers

 JLaw senior pride poster and senior 

graduation  gavels awards

Students appreciate the JLaw 

personalized high school 

experience, and look forward to the 

events

Staffing for JLaw has been 

consistent and stable, allowing 

students to anticipate who their 

future teachers will be, "stability is 

good and comforting"and the 

teachers are recognized as 

committed to their needs

Extend/Expand the conversation with 

our  students relative to completing 

the A-G and graduation 

requirements, using the advisory 

period and other instruments (CSU 

mentor site) , continue the five week 

progress reports, build enthusiasm 

through participation (student 

council, leadership,WASC, link-crew 

"leaders" boomarangproject.com 

partners), return visits by former 

students, time-capsule one year/four 

year (the JLW toolbox).

Career day migration to the 

beginning of the year, from the 

current end of the year,PSAT time 

period for our freshmen, seniors as 

well (August).
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TMM

Low Academic Achievement - 

Before, After School, and During 

Lunch (tutoring), Tutoring Program 

(CORE- Title I), AP Tutoring (Magnet 

Funding), Integrate Technology in 

curriculum, Parents visiting 

classroom, Participate in PD, Peer to 

Peer (Mentoring), Adopted Common 

Core, Student Accountability, Ethical 

Practices, Interdisciplinary projects 

(collaborative)

Peer to Peer - some collaboration, 

students were aware, field trip, it was 

available to students

Teachers were part of PLCs - 9 step 

cycle (wasn't named but did it), 

Challenging student via CCSS, Use 

of Technology/Media in classes 

(theme integrated), CAHSEE boot 

camp (attendance was down) - lower 

CAHSEE test scores, Lack of 

conversation re: Interdisciplinary 

projects but it was helpful when it 

was done.

Students were overloaded with extra 

classes (extracurricular activities, 

responsibilities, work, etc), lack of 

motivation (esteem issues, time 

management), CCSS - writing across 

the curriculum, some students 

showing responsibility for work, not 

enough parent/student to teacher 

contact,

Advisory Curriculum - continue the 

curriculum for our homerooms (9th 

grade and 10th grade posted), 

conversations with students re: 

future, college, career, Coding, and 

Highlighting awarness

Teacher to Teacher PD (Technology, 

best practices, ideas) 

Goals: Meet with students (3 per 

week)

 Advisory - Switch teachers (English 

& Math) re: CAHSEE (2-3 months)

PSAT/SAT prep (during long 

advisories, structured environment, 

establish an advisory culture)

PLC via Small School - either during 

Banked Time or Small School Time 

(Vertical Articulation)


